
The Lamplighters 
Elders Council Meeting 
Monday, 14 September 2015, 6:30pm SLT 
 

Attendance 

Elders: iSkye Silverweb, Freia Guillaume, Apollo Manga, Ladyslipper Constantine 

Lamplighters: Franja Russell, Xilja, Linx, Pianoman, Larree Quixote, ViviNekoYenth , Balron Avro, 

Ural 

Summary 

Introductions:  

Each of us introduced ourselves and told a little bit about how we came to 

become Lamplighters. 

Discussion about RL BM 

One of us who went to RL BM shared a notecard and talked about their 

experiences, and about feedback from the RL Lamplighters she met on the BRC 

playa.  There was a lot of interest and excitement about the virtual Lamplighters. 

Discussion about the Role of Lamplighters & Temple 

The virtual Lamplighters have an affinity with the Temple. The Elders are tasked 

with finding a builder and overseeing the build. iSkye shared a snapshot of an 

early-stage proposed build of this year’s Temple for Octoburn, created by Toady 

Nakamura.  The design is very different to past builds, and looks very good at this 

stage. 

Lamplighters Drive-on to the Playa with Lucy 

We watched Apollo’s video of our ride-on from last year. 

We set a date and time for our drive-on to the playa! We will also set up and 

decorate our Lamplighters Village. All Lamplighters are welcome to attend – and 

help decorate!  

The date is 4 October 2015, 10:00am SLT.  



Freia’s Experience with the Lamplighters at RL BM 

Freia gave a talk about being with the RL Lamplighters at BM this year and made 

suggestions for adopting some of their ways in our processions at BURN2. We 

decided to try having carriers with the lamps, in groups of 10- walking behind two 

designated lighters and the group elder in the lead.  

Pianoman is going to develop an invisible vehicle for a group of us to "walk" 

together. When he has a prototype ready we will test it out, and hopefully have 

this ready for Octoburn. 

Bring Back the Fire Conclave? 

iSkye asked if there was any interest in bringing back the Fire Conclave-- we 

discussed it, watched a video of RL fire conclave dances and all agreed it would be 

great to have a sub group of the Lamplighters devoted to fire.  

LS offered to lead the sub-group (Fire Dancers) and coordinate the fire dancers. 

Dancers will do a fire performance at each procession on Temple Burn day, timing 

to be determined.  

Proposed that as our route will take is through or near Center Camp, we can stop 

there, watch the Fire Dance performance, then continue the procession to the 

Temple. To be finalized later. 

Other Items 

Drum Giver: Xiija offered a mask to replace the tiki drum giver -- everyone agreed 

the mask was perfect for this event. 

New Robes: We also discussed creating new Lamplighter robes, as well as a 

slightly different skirt for the new fire conclave group, using mesh where 

applicable. Harem pants and vests for the men, boho skirts and tops for the 

women. We will keep the system clothing versions for those who prefer them in 

the folders along with the new robes. 

Meetings are normally only about an hour, but this one went quite a bit longer – 

very enjoyable, good discussions and ideas. 

The meeting adjourned late, about 9:30pm SLT.  


